Mobile Voice Biometrics
as a Uniied Approach

Harnessing the power of voice to eliminate the need for passwords
to deliver convenient idenity veriicaion soluions to mobile users
without compromising security.
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Introducion

Mobile users are
increasingly frustrated
at having no alternaive to the typing in
of their passwords that are gaining in
complexity in their requirements for hardto-crack character combinaions (upper
case… lower case… special characters…
minimum length...). Organizaions are
therefore looking for new ways to eliminate the need for these passwords to
deliver convenient idenity veriicaion
soluions to their users without
compromising security.
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Introducion

Voice biometrics is a natural it for mobile apps
simply because speaking into a mobile device
is completely natural and intuiive for the end
user. They are also a straighforward soluion
to the ‘convenient security’ requirement that
organizaions have for idenity veriicaion. It is
no surprise then that users like having a choice
when logging in or verifying a transacion (or
whatever): if it’s convenient, they can user their
voice; or if it would be awkward to speak, they
can type in their password.
Providing a way for organizaions to integrate
voice biometrics into their apps and for those
apps to be readily deployable requires a paradigm shit in thinking and vendor product
oferings.

This white paper aims to deine what this shit needs to be and why it
will make your deployment of mobile voice biometrics much easier in
terms of your ime, your resources and your money.
The idea is simple: a uniied product ofering
that simpliies the decision-making process and
facilitates integraion and deployment of voice
biometrics in mobile apps.
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Introducion

Why Voice?
Top Three Reasons:

1

We all have devices and we all speak into
them without a second thought because
it’s a natural and efortless thing to do.
High levels of security and convenience can

2

be delivered in a straighforward and device independent way which makes voice
popular with developers and those responsible for security.
Consumers like voice as there is nothing to

3

remember (the short phrase is right there
on the screen) and there’s nothing to type
in - a frequently burdensome acivity on a
mobile given the need for typed passwords
to be complex if they are to provide any
kind of security.
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So, What is It?

The Uniied Approach
is one that is designed so that you can
beneit from standardized seings and
services that are tailored to a single and
speciic use case, referred to in this white
paper as the use of voice biometrics within
a mobile app for user idenity veriicaion.

The purpose and beneit of such an
approach is that all use cases are treated
the same – whether voice biometrics are
being used to login to an app, or authorize
a transacion for example. The security and
convenience goals are the same and therefore the apps can use the same underlying
seings and underlying system infrastruc-
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So What is It?

In pracice this means that there is much less
work all round (for you and for the vendor) in
understanding what the right seings to use
in your speciic scenario are. You’re able to
use the of-the-shelf seings knowing that
they will meet your needs. The one-size-its-all
approach is based on a large amount of vendor
data analysis for how voice biometrics have
been applied in real-world producion apps to
determine the opimum seings to use.

A uniied approach takes the view that deployment goals are
common: the need for high levels of security that are not at the
expense of user convenience. In other words, the seings employed
for voice registraion and veriicaion can be standardized.
There are generally a range of stakeholders
involved in making decisions surrounding
technology for core iniiaives such as mobile
idenity veriicaion and they all need to know
that their needs and responsibiliies are covered. A mobile authenicaion ecosystem will be
stakeholder-aware and accommodate all of their
needs (and of course provide readily-available
materials to answer quesions and get stakeholders on board). If this weren’t the case, one
of the key beneits of such an approach would
be lost – the ability to make a GO decision quickly on integraion and technology deployment.
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So What is It?

Informaion on every
aspect of the approach
Must be available up front:
Pricing and contract
Development plaform and sandbox
Cloud storage
(and its security and compliance standards)
Documentaion
(technical, educaional and stakeholder)
Integraion best pracices and deployment
guidelines
Rollout markeing support
(end-user educaion on voice biometrics
for example)
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Why Mobile Apps Make the Case
for a Uniied Approach

Use Case Commonality
There is a very wide range of smartphones
and tablets on the market, and the people
using them are a diverse bunch who use
their devices anywhere and at any ime.
There is a huge amount of commonality
however, in the nature and purpose of the
security element of the apps that they use.
This commonality lends itself to an of the
shelf soluion that delivers the same high
levels of security with convenience to
everyone.
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Why Mobile Apps Make the Case for a Uniied Approach

Whatever the need for the idenity veriicaion
step within an app, the voice biometric process
that the user goes through is essenially the same
(in the same sense that the entering of an oldfashioned password is conducted in the same way
by all users): The user registers their voice via the
app and then subsequently (at some point in the
near future) veriies their idenity through the
same app, on the same device.

It is this same app / same device / common use scenario that is at the
heart of why mobile voice biometrics lends itself to standardizaion.

Cross-Plaform
Development Framework
The simplicity of the basic user interface
requirements for speech capture within an app
also lends itself to standardizaion. A simple cross
plaform development framework that packages
these basic requirements makes the case for
speedy integraion and deployment. The need
to be able to easily deploy a voice biometric app
across devices, plaforms and operaing systems
is a key driver for a uniied approach to mobile
voice biometrics.
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What are the Beneits of this Approach
(how do you save ime and money)?

No Need to Learn the
Intricacies of Voice
Biometrics
There are several reasons for adoping this
sort of implementaion methodology and,
while they fundamentally come down to a
saving of ime, money and resources, the
eliminaion of the need to learn about the
technical underpinnings of voice biometrics
is a major factor in acceleraing an
implementaion.
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What are the beneits of this approach?

No Need for Trials or
Data Analysis
As with any technology based on staisical
methodologies, such as voice biometrics, where
‘performance’ is largely measured on the accuracy of the soluion in the real world, there is
a tendency to require the ‘proving out’ of the
claimed metrics in a trial. An organizaion will
usually require to ‘see for themselves’ that the
technology stacks up to the vendor claims. Such
of paricipants (typically 1000s of people) and

What is Voice
Biometrics

therefore take a considerable amount of ime to

Voice biometrics is the simple process

conduct (not even couning the data analysis at

whereby a users is able to verify their

the end of the trial).

idenity by speaking a short phrase that

trials require staisically signiicant numbers

is then compared to phrases that they
One of the beneits of pre-conigured seings in

provided when registering their voice.

a standardized product is that the seings are

This process is possible as all our voice

based on extensive data analysis of the technol-

are unique.

ogy being used in the speciic use case for which
the product is designed – in this case, mobile

Voice registraion takes about 20 sec-

apps. As such, the vendor has already done

onds and veriicaion around 5 and these

the trialing and analysis so repeaing it within

processes can be conducted from any

an organizaion (with that organizaions’ users,

phone and from anywhere. Mobile apps

devices, apps, use case etc.) would yield exactly

are of course very well suited to voice

the same results.

biometrics as the app prompts the user
for the phrase they need to say on the
screen, and users ind it very natural to
speak into their phone.
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What are the beneits of this approach?

Vendor Passes on Cost
Savings
There’s no denying that a uniied ofering of
a one-size-its-all product saves the vendor
money (for a start, less ime is spent helping
a client customize a soluion to their exact
needs), and this will be passed on to the client for the beneit of all. Everyone saves in
having such an approach – everyone’s costs
are lower.

Deployment Team
Stays Focused on Their
Areas of Experise
A voice biometric development plaform
helps to keep your development team focused on their areas of experise – that of
building beauiful apps that your customers
want to use. A plaform that insulates them
from the inner workings of the technology
and provides the necessary voice capture
user interface elements means that they will
spend less ime building voice biometrics into

Stakeholder
Objecions
Handled Early
In order for integraion and deployment to be
a straighforward process, it’s important that
all project stakeholders have their needs and
concerns addressed up-front so that decisions
can be efected eiciently. A uniied approach
therefore needs to have in place, and readily
available, all of the materials needed to allay
any concerns that each of the stakeholder
roles has. Being able to address stakeholder
needs up front will save a lot of ime in the
long run.

your app.
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Introducion

Minimized
Customizaion
Decisions
A product that ofers a range of seings
and coniguraions will require some level
of analysis by the client organizaion or
vendor as to which one to select. While this
may have advantages under certain circumstances, the analysis process will take
ime, experise and resources. A truly great
uniied product will provide the minimum
amount of customizaion and coniguraion.
The less choice you’re given, the quicker it
is to pick the seings you’re going to use.

No Need for Local
Infrastructure
The need to provision local hardware, and
ie-up local experise to install and manage
it, is always a big drain on project resources.
The use of a plug-and-play cloud-based
system within a uniied product greatly
minimizes the ime and money that must
be expended to support a soluion.
This is especially true if reporing and
system management etc. is web-based and
self-service with no requirement for backend system integraion.
Of course it’s important that the cloudbased system is trusted and supports all of
the necessary and relevant industry standards for security and compliance such as PCI
DSS.
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Geing the Beneit of a Uniied Product

To Maximize a Uniied
Voice Biometric Product
you need to think smart. You’ll know that the
uniied product is a good one if it enables
you to do all of the following easily, quickly,
eiciently and with the minimum of fuss.
When making the decision, you’re buying
into the of-the-shelf approach so adopt as
much of the of-the-shelf product as you
possibly can – this is where you will reap the
rewards of your decision.
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Geing the Beneit of a Uniied Product

Socialize the demo and use it to decide
on how you are going to integrate voice
biometrics into your mobile app.
Take advantage of the developer
framework and cloud sandbox environment, if there is one, along with
whatever sample code is available. If
your developers need to ask quesions
about integraion, it’s good to get them
out in the open as soon as possible.

Get the appropriate stakeholder materials to your project team – again, having their concerns aired up front will
expedite the project. It will also help
to educate the team on what’s being
planned and implemented.

Decide on where in your app the voice

If the approach is as straighforward as

biometrics component will it; what it

it’s claiming to be, the pricing model

will replace / supplement; and what

will be simple and easy to understand.

you will have your users do if they fail

Make sure that it is available to you

to voice verify (what’s the fallback posi-

and that there are no hidden extras.

ion going to be?). Keep this as simple
as possible and use as many of the
vendor tools and best pracices as possible. Let them do all the work!
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Geing the Beneit of a Uniied Product

Saisfy yourself that the cloud environment meets your security and compliance standards; and that the SLAs are
right for you.

The vendor will know how to help you market the voice biometric
soluion to your customers. Find out how and leverage it as much
as you can.

Check what opional extras are available – you may need to discuss those
early in case there is a lead ime (for
example if you want a nonstandard
phrase for enrollment and veriicaion)
Being based on a SaaS model, the contract will in fact be a service contract.
Get a copy early on and make sure it is
straighforward and generic (so as to
avoid a costly legal review).
What case studies / and reference
implementaion write-ups are there?
Make sure you read them - especially if
they relate to your business.
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VoiceVault and ViGo

Secured. Simpliied.
Standardized.
ViGo from VoiceVault is a complete mobile
voice biometric product that standardizes
each part of the integraion, deployment and
rollout of a voice biometric-enabled app. It
has been designed form the ground up to
provide a complete voice biometric ecosystem to enable organizaions to deploy mobile soluions quickly and easily saving both
ime and money.
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VoiceVault and ViGo

Why VoiceVault?
VoiceVault provides voice biometric
The plaform provides the cloud-based voice

soluions for mobile, on-device and

biometric back end; a rapid applicaion develop-

telephony applicaions. The soluions

ment environment; and pre-conigured word

focus on ease of use along with con-

or digit-based phrases that deliver high security

venience for customers and end-users

and high convenience. Everything you need to

while providing unparalleled levels of

add a voice biometric idenity veriicaion step to

security. Soluions are developed and

your mobile Android or iOS app.

delivered through partners or direct to
client organizaions and these can be de-

ViGo can be incorporated into a mulifactor

ployed through a range of hosing mod-

authenicaion soluion for user idenity veriica-

els including cloud, on-premise or via

ion for app login, transacion authorizaion, or

managed service providers. VoiceVault’s

any step in a mobile app where authenicaing a

technology is proprietary to them and is

users’ idenity is required.

100% in-house developed.
Biometric voice-based soluions enable
business processes to enhance mulifactor authenicaion with something you
are – the sound of your voice.
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